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5. New conclusions of the of the thesis:
(1). Developed and enlightened the role and position of the vocational training in the socio-economic development; developed and contributed theoretically to concepts and contents of the financial management of the vocational training and to factors that affect the mechanism of vocational financial management.
(2). Reviewed and generalised the mechanisms of financial managements in the vocational training in other countries, as a result key lessons are withdrawn for Vietnam.
(3). Implemented in-dept analysis and evaluation of current situation of the mechanism of financial management in Vietnam’s vocational training, the thesis has indentified achievements and drawbacks of the current system in various aspects namely legalisation and practical implementation in the period of from 2007-2013.
(4). According to theoretical arguments about the mechanism of financial management in vocational training, international experience and current situations in Vietnam, the thesis has suggested view-points and proposed a system of five related solutions in order to improve the mechanism for vocational training in our country, particularly:
   - The group of solutions to enhance the mechanism for management of mobilising financial resources for the vocational training which focus on improving the mechanism and policies to help vocational institutions to increase revenues from production, business, services related training activities and to encourage business enterprises engaged in vocational training.
   - The group of solutions to improve the financial allocation mechanism and usage which concentrate on the reform of financial management mechanism from the annual period toward medium term, the renovation of financial allocation and budget planning assignment toward order mechanism or vocational student recruitment bidding and training contracts; increasing the financial autonomy of vocational institutions in using public financial and resources.
   - The group of solutions to increase financial supervision and monitoring which focus on building and improving the criteria set to supervise and monitor the finance of vocational training and improving the organisation of financial supervision and monitoring.
   - The group of solutions to improve the transparency and financial disclosure.
   - Enhancing the financial management’s capacity in vocational training.
(5). In parallel with solution suggestion, the thesis recommends the process and conditions to adopt the solutions.
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